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global political gbv
To hear Prime Minister Scott Morrison say this week that the pandemic has
"nothing to do with politics" was strange, I thought. Politics, at its best, is
about holding society together and playing a

g7 to boost girls’ education and women’s employment in recovery
from covid-19 pandemic
Opinion - One of the cornerstones of cultural diplomacy is open dialogue
between cultures. This year, Botswana turns 55. When our country was
formed 55 years ago, there were no women in cabinet (or

actually prime minister, this virus is very political
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on women and girls has been
disproportionate and profound. We, the G7, share a commitment to placing
gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls at

botswana: every boy should be raised to respect girls - german
ambassador
COVID-19 lockdown measures, coupled with the military coup, have
threatened Myanmar’s progress to achieve the UN’s Global Goals. As the
country’s population is forced into poverty levels not seen in

declaration on girls’ education: recovering from covid-19 and
unlocking agenda 2030
To build on the bold innovations in science, technology and innovations that
produced life-saving solutions during the COVID-19

myanmar's covid-19 crisis and military coup could push half the
population into poverty
The triple threat of conflict, COVID-19 and climate change are dramatically
worsening already dire situations around the globe. Find out what you need
to know and explore solutions.

learning from covid-19, un forum to highlight critical role of science,
technology and innovation in responding to global challenges
The UNESCO Regional Office for Southern Africa through the European
Union-funded Spotlight Initiative is partnering with Organisations of
Persons with Disabilities (OPDs) to undertake community-based

how climate change drives humanitarian crises
The new study will shed new light on why there are fewer female than male
politicians around the world A major new study

organisations of persons with disabilities to address sexual and
gender based violence
English News and Press Release on World and 7 other countries about
global-political-gbv
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major new study will investigate causes of global persistent
inequality in female electoral representation
The emergence of lobby groups for women’s rights has also ensured that
women venture into social, political as well cases of sexual and gender
based violence (SGBV), rape cases and child

fighting gender-based violence in ghana
The trend of increasing crimes against women in Assam is also noted in
gender-based violence data collated 2021 putting forward several demands
to political parties and candidates to include
assam elections: the state with the worst gender-based violence gets
a women’s manifesto
Senegal, long admired for its history of political stability, should have been
celebrating led to a national and international campaign to address genderbased violence in Senegal and ensure that

gender-based violence must stop
political class, security sector, religious institutions, communities, thereby
creating a strong and innovative approach to end gender based violence”
said Akinsanya. Speaking further
group canvases transformative change approach to curb gender
violence
Turkey's contentious withdrawal from a treaty combating gender-based
violence has had a sympathetic which is rooted in political Islam. It has also
resonated at Women and Democracy Association

it’s time to prioritize women’s rights in senegal
It builds on global efforts to meet the Sustainable Development Goals,
focusing on gender equality as well as health and wellbeing tackling headon sexual and gender based violence by paving the

exit from women's treaty splits turkey's activists
For 12 years running Iceland has topped the World Economic Forum's
Global Gender Gap report that face the country's women - the
disproportionate levels of gender-based violence that they

spotlight initiative partners organisations of persons with disabilities
to address sexual and gender based violence
The emergence of lobby groups for women's rights has also ensured that
women venture into social, political as well cases of sexual and gender
based violence (SGBV), rape cases and child

why iceland isn't the gender paradise you think
Côte d’Ivoire has a long history of welcoming refugees and migrants and,
despite past political tension as well the prevention of sexual and genderbased violence. UNHCR, in partnership with the

zimbabwe: gender-based violence must stop
Shot in Cape Town, the film, which has been screened at a festival in the
UK, was awarded the best director prize at the North Europe International
Film Festival last month, and has now been awarded

côte d'ivoire
“Any woman who manages to break through a male-dominated political field
deserves (2 out of 3 women experience GBV in their lifetime compared to
the global norm of 1 out of 3) and we need

local film 'two hues' scores another award at berlin short film
festival
The G7 will also re-commit to collective action to defend and protect sexual
and reproductive health and rights for all and scale-up gender-based
violence prevention.

the women that upended samoa’s politics
Cases of domestic violence usually go unreported in Indian-administered
Kashmir because of the media's tendency to focus on political fight back
against gender-based violence 19.02.2021
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girls' education, women's employment focus at g7 ministers' summit
in london
To build on the bold innovations in science, technology and innovations that
produced life-saving solutions during the COVID-19 pandemic, the UN will
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bring together experts to highlight measures that

Nobel Peace Prize laureate Dr. Denis Mukwege warned Wednesday that the
scourge of sexual violence and rape in all conflicts is now “a real pandemic”
and

learning from covid-19, un forum to highlight critical role of science,
technology and innovation in global challenges
Strive Masiyiwa, Dangote Group, Safaricom are among the many African
companies and entrepreneurs who put hand into pocket to help fight
Covid-19

nobel doctor calls sexual violence in conflict a `pandemic’
The world faces an unprecedented humanitarian crisis resulting from the
triple threat of conflict, climate change and Covid-19. Caseloads are
growing, with 237 million people requiring humanitarian

strive masiyiwa, dangote group, safaricom… africa’s private sector
leads the fight against covid
General’s appeal for a global ceasefire during the pandemic, 23 March
2021, provided an opportune moment to take stock of current efforts and
opportunities to promote peace, security and development.

g7 famine prevention and humanitarian crises compact
A free expression roundup produced by IFEX's regional editor Mong
Palatino, based on IFEX member reports and news from the region.
covid-19 surges, obstructions to information, coup violence, media
convictions, and satire
The intimidation of journalists is sometimes accompanied by threats of
sexual violence, the president said in his weekly newsletter on Monday.

one year after un’s call for global ceasefire, young leaders take stock
UN Forum to highlight critical role of science, technology and innovation in
responding to global challenges. UN Science, Technology and Innovation
Forum t

'totally unacceptable': ramaphosa laments intimidation of journalists
China will record its first population decline since the disastrous Great Leap
Forward policies of late supreme leader Mao Zedong brought widespread
famine to the country, killing tens of millions of

un forum to highlight critical role of science, technology and
innovation in responding to global challenges
Albanian women were worse off in 2020 than in 2019, according to the
World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Index 2021. The country fell
five places to number 25. It scored 0.770 out of 1. Top of

china set to record first fall in population since great famine
Complacency today furthers exclusion tomorrow — allowing the democracy
paradox’s roots to grow, columnists Natalie Gonnella-Platts and Chris Walsh
write.

world economic forem: gender equality fell in albania in 2020
Climate leaders Katharine Wilkinson and Maria Alejandra Escalante on why
women must be centered in climate discussions

opinion: why women can — and must — be an essential part of the
pursuit of liberty and justice
Sub-Saharan African countries should overhaul obsolete policies and
legislation in order to hasten progress towards gender parity

these women are transforming what climate leadership looks like.
here's what they learned from the pandemic
External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar will arrive for the summit by Monday
afternoon local time and is expected to join the discussions with other guest
nations invited by the UK, which holds 2021

young africans call for policy reforms to promote gender parity
A local public service announcement warns that social media bots are
spreading dangerous Covid-19 conspiracy theories and are putting lives at
risk.

girls' education, women's employment focus at g7 ministers' summit
in uk
global-political-gbv
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multi-billion-dollar gas investment, and scores of dead still being counted.
The damage caused by

attack of the killer bots: social media and covid-19 conspiracy
theories
Leaders need to initiate efforts to assist young people to acquire the tools,
skills and rights to find work and cope in the post-pandemic world, or else
risk having an angry and disillusioned ‘lost

40,000 displaced in north mozambique after assault on palma
Boris Johnson’s government has been accused of failing to properly address
the devastating impacts of poverty, climate change and gender equality on
some of the world’s poorest countries. Critics have

covid-19 and disillusionment: the impending crisis of unskilled
youths
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold.
Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different
views.

boris johnson news – integrated review failing world’s poorest
Dr Somadoda Fikeni and Amnesty international executive director Shenilla
Mohamed reflect on Freedom Day and the progress made.
freedom day: 'south africa has different human rights violations'
Four key research areas have been defined: (i) basic service delivery in
weak states; (ii) job opportunities for at-risk youth; (iii) breaking poverty
traps and vulnerability; and (iv) the political .

today’s premium stories
Olusegun Bamgbose, the National Coordinator, Concerned Advocates for
Good Governance, CAGG, has pleaded with former Army Generals,
Olusegun Obasanjo,

fragility, conflict and violence
Despite a 2018 peace deal, Atim said, "South Sudan remains engulfed by
intercommunal, ethnic, political and armed conflicts where gender-based
violence is double the global average and among

insecurity: save nigeria from collapse now – bamgbose begs
obasanjo, abubakar, ihejirika
“Climate change is not just a white people problem,” Heizal Nagginda
explained as she detailed the conversations she’s had within her Ugandan
community — and she’s right. It’s an issue all of humanity

nobel doctor calls sexual violence in conflict a 'pandemic'
but without reflecting on the social and political impact of different
aesthetic approaches. Understanding how graphic representations work,
what their long-term cultural impact is, and how to include

the black eco list: black women making environmental history now
Women’s precolonial political activity was generally disregarded by colonial
This chapter examines two forms of gender-based violence in Africa:
domestic and war-related. In various forms,

visualising gender-based violence
Despite a 2018 peace deal, Atim said, "South Sudan remains engulfed by
intercommunal, ethnic, political and armed conflicts where gender-based
violence is double the global average and among

holding the world together: african women in changing perspective
Great strides have been taken to empower women and girls in the AsiaPacific region since the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing
adopted an ambitious global agenda to achieve gender equality
catalysing change for gender equality
Some 40,000 displaced and urgently needing food, work suspended on a
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